Abstract—This paper presents automatic test bench used for measurement of selected high frequency parameters of a power copper line. The aim is fast estimation of line behavior in context of Power Line Communication (PLC). The hardware interface uses sinusoidal waveform generator, digital oscilloscope and a PC-class computer. The software interface created in LabVIEW environment performs signal processing and data presentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE submitted manuscript presents automatic stand for measurements of selected high frequency parameters of a standard voltage (230 VAC, 50 Hz) power line. Fast estimation of a line high frequency parameters is helpful in determining PLC communication limits and if such transmission can be successful at all [1–6]. The greatest challenges in PLC transmission are related with their uncertainty and time variation [7–13].

Generally the line under test can be any copper paired conductor, however the article focuses on a PLC context. Therefore the measurement frequencies have been limited to range 10 kHz – 10 MHz.

The hardware part of the stand uses PC-class computer, Rigtol DG1032z arbitrary waveform generator and Tektronix DPO3012 oscilloscope. Particular devices can be connected by USB or Ethernet bus. The hardware control and data readout are performed by means of SCPI commands through LabVIEW environment and VISA/IVI drivers [14]. The last can be already included or downloaded from National Instruments or device manufacturer’s web site. More expensive or popular equipment is directly supported by LabVIEW in form of ready-to-use blocks. Elsewhere, SCPI commands (e.g. DG1000 Programming Guide) must be used directly.

The software part, written in LabVIEW, controls the devices, performs signal processing and data presentation. Front panel of the virtual instrument (VI) is presented on fig. 1. The VI allows selection of generator output voltage level, oscilloscope initial gain, initial and final test frequencies, sweep type (linear or logarithmic) and number of frequency points. During measurement, the results are presented to the user in real-time and amplitude/phase characteristics is drawn. Simplified algorithm is presented in the fig. 2. The program loop iterates as many times as selected number of frequency points.

\[ S_i[V] = \frac{M_{i-1}[V_{pp}]}{4} \]  

The initial oscilloscope gain should be set by the user, because the auto-setup feature has not been used. First reason is quite frequent failure of this function, especially for low frequency or noisy signals. The other reason is long auto-setup time: ca. 3 s. Instead, the oscilloscope current gain (scale \( S_i \)) is set manually based on the previous peak-to-peak measurement \( M_{i-1} \) (eq. 1). The result is amplitude of measured signal near half of the scope screen. The constant 4 results from total 8 horizontal divisions. This is a compromise between accurate measurement and risk of out-of-screen amplitude escape.

Similar procedure is used to set the oscilloscope time base \( T_1 \). Because generated (and received) signal frequency \( f_1 \) is known, there is no need to send whole waveform to the PC and analyse it in software, which shortens processing time. Selection of peak-to-peak measurement function is preferred over other possibilities. E.g. amplitude measurement requires additional measurement of a waveform mean value; cyclic RMS measurement requires additional measurement of a waveform period. Elimination of additional readouts reduces final measurement uncertainty. Because levels of the measured signals are relatively high (at least hundreds of mVpp) and with negligible noise, no averaging has been utilized.

Fig. 1. Front panel of the LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI)
least 2 periods of the measured signal fit on the scope screen. The constant 6000 results from total 12 vertical divisions.

\[
T_i [s] = \frac{f_i [kHz]}{6000}
\]  

(2)

Such manual auto-setup works more stable (for small frequency steps) and much faster: below 1 s per measurement.

After all measurements are complete, the results are saved to CSV-type text file (Excel compatible).

The measurement frequencies were divided into two ranges: low (10 kHz – 1 MHz) and high (1 MHz – 10 MHz). The low band is related to the European CENELEC A–D bands (covering 30 – 148.5 kHz), Japanese ARIB (155 – 403 kHz) and FCC (155 – 487 kHz) for the US and the rest of the world [15]. These bands are often used for automatic meter reading (AMR) and home control applications.

First measured parameter was pass characteristics. The amplitude characteristics represents voltage gain (inverse of insertion loss) and phase characteristics depends i.a. on cable length. The transmitter has been additionally equipped with high frequency separating transformer (model 744834405, Würth Elektronik) [16]. This eliminated problems of hardware equipment common grounding. Generator (transmitter) with transformer and oscilloscope (receiver) are connected by the measured cable (line under test, fig. 3).

The first cable has been measured in two scenarios: straight and rolled (ca. 25 cm diameter, 65 turns). The second cable has always been straightened. Both cables were placed in a building (concrete) environment.

The transformer influence is minimal below 2 MHz, while line influence (for particular lengths) can be neglected below 50 kHz. Above this value there can be observed +100%/-50% variation of the voltage gain.
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voltage gain for pass characteristics. Generally, measured voltage gain was in a range \(-28 \div +6\) dB, which calculates for total dynamics of 34 dB. This still represents smaller attenuation and smaller dynamics than e.g. for wireless links [17].

Total measurement time took 1.5 min. (for 100 points) and was dominated by the oscilloscope processing time.

### III. Crosstalk Measurement

Another important phenomena in PLC transmission is crosstalk between neighbourhood lines. Expected levels are high, because of lack of twisting and screening between particular lines/cables. The crosstalk measurements were performed for four scenarios:

1. at the end of passive line, with active line open (fig. 8, fig. 12 solid line, fig. 13 dashed line),
2. at the end of passive line, with active line short (fig. 9, fig. 12 dotted line, fig. 13 dash-dotted line),
3. at the beginning of passive line, with active line open (fig. 10, fig. 12 dash-dotted line, fig. 13 dotted line),
4. at the beginning of passive line, with active line short (fig. 11, fig. 12 dashed line, fig. 13 solid line).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01 – 1</td>
<td>0.4 -8</td>
<td>2.1 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>0.04 -28</td>
<td>1.05 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pass amplitude characteristics becomes more complex in high band. Voltage gain drops below 1 with a minimum between 2 and 3 MHz, where strong resonance with the separating transformer occurs. Table 1 summarises extreme values of
The last two measurements (scenarios 3 and 4) were taken without coupling transformer. The term active line denotes a cable where generator was connected (signal injection) and the term passive line denotes a cable where oscilloscope was connected (signal reception). The third cable was common and grounded.

As expected, there can be observed high coupling between lines. The most common case (distant receiver with high impedance load) presents voltage coupling in range 0.06 – 0.7 (-24 ÷ -3.1 dB), mainly for lower band. Dynamics range of crosstalk for this case is the highest: nearly 20 dB. There can also be observed a wide spectrum (2 – 4 MHz) of relatively low crosstalk level. Table 2 summarises its extreme values.

### IV. SPLIT PATH EXAMPLES

Another measurements considered two scenarios of split transmission path. Two 50 m sections of cable no. 2 were connected with additional split: at the end (fig. 14) or at the beginning (fig. 15). The cables have been open (unloaded) at the ends in both cases.

![Split path measurement schematic – split at the end](image14)

![Split path measurement schematic – split at the beginning](image15)

Table 2 summarises its extreme values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01 – 1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Split path measurement – low band](image16)
Comparing to the single line connection, influence of split is visible, however line behaviour remains similar (fig. 16, 17). Dynamics increases to 37 dB. Table 3 summarises extreme values of voltage gain for split cables.

V. OTHER LINE PARAMETERS

Based on standing wave measurement, velocity factor of the cable can be calculated. Measurement at the input of short line has been performed according to fig. 18. Both cables were investigated. In case of cable no. 2, unused third wire has been left unconnected. Fig. 19 and 20 present normalised voltage on input of the lines.

![Standing waves measurement](image)

Fig. 18. Standing waves measurement

Estimation of selected coordinates of the maxima and minima from fig. 19, 20 are presented in tables 4, 5 respectively. Based on these values it can be assumed that velocity factor for cable no. 1 equals ca 0.6 – 0.7 and for cable no. 2 ca 0.5 – 0.6. Note that some readouts contain large uncertainty, even for large (“clean”) values of measured signal. They have been marked with asterisks. The result is calculation of the velocity factor with the smallest accuracy – tab. 4, 5.

![Standing waves measurement](image)

Fig. 19. Standing waves in low band

![Standing waves measurement](image)

Fig. 20. Standing waves in high band

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Maximal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[MHz] [V/V]</td>
<td>[dB]</td>
<td>[V/V] [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 – 1</td>
<td>0.1 -20</td>
<td>1.38 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>0.02 -34</td>
<td>0.71 -3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standing Wave Extrema (Cable No. 1, 50 M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freq. [MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standing Wave Extrema (Cable No. 2, 100 M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freq. [MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. TIME-DOMAIN EXAMPLES

The last example has been performed in time-domain for unipolar (0 – 3 V) rectangular signal with 100 kHz frequency. Such signal can mimic e.g. digital transmission at rate 200 kbps. There have been used measurement setup from fig. 3 and 100 m of cable no. 2. Fig. 21 presents received (distorted) signal for 1 MΩ || 11.5 pF load impedance. Despite of visible influence of reflections and narrow band of coupling transformer, the received signal can be recognised and decoded correctly, however positive and negative overshoots exceeding 1 V require attention (e.g. protection circuitry). Fig. 22 presents abovementioned case for 50 Ω load impedance – lower waveform is the received signal. Although these figures were observed directly on the scope, it is easy and fast to include such functionality in the virtual instrument. This would be helpful for estimation of time-domain behaviour and/or complex-spectrum signals.

Fig. 21. Digital signal in time-domain, R_{load} = 1 MΩ

![Fig. 21. Digital signal in time-domain, R_{load} = 1 MΩ](image)

Fig. 22. Digital signal in time-domain, R_{load} = 50 Ω

![Fig. 22. Digital signal in time-domain, R_{load} = 50 Ω](image)

VII. SUMMARY

Power-line communication techniques are known and practically used since 20’s of the XX century. Despite of undisputable advantages (wide availability of transmission medium, relatively low signal attenuation, low modems cost) they did not become massively used. Unpredictable and still non-standardised power lines and devices for high frequency operation are challenge for PLC designers and users. The greatest problem is very low impedance of a supply AC source (as visible form a socket terminals). This behaviour is designed and expected, because grid parameters must be well stabilised. However, it effectively shorts any signals generated at socket terminals. Even, if this problem is solved e.g. by using mains with separating phase inductances (high impedance for PLC bands), other problems may occur. Common examples are: shunt capacitors (low parallel impedance), built-in coils (high series impedance), unpredictable phase connections, variable number of connected loads and variable grid impedance. A practical case is “a silent surprise”, when no PLC communication occurs in possibly good transmission conditions. This case has been result of a series inductance found in a local fuse. Therefore fast, automatic estimation of selected, high frequency line parameters facilitates design of PLC network.

LabVIEW environment simplifies creation of virtual device and allows easy extension of its functionality. The measurements in proposed system are not critical – both in terms of frequency range, levels and required accuracy. Therefore commonly available devices (generators, oscilloscopes) with appropriate buses (e.g. USB or Ethernet) and SCPI support are sufficient. The effect is practically useful and affordable automatic measurement stand.
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